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Electrical Engineering: Principles and Applications (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	For undergraduate introductory or survey courses in electrical engineering. 


	 


	ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING: PRINCIPLES AND APPLICATIONS, 5/e helps students learn electrical-engineering fundamentals with minimal frustration. Its goals are to...
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tinyAVR Microcontroller Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	CREATE FIENDISHLY FUN tinyAVR MICROCONTROLLER PROJECTS


	This wickedly inventive guide shows you how to conceptualize, build, and program 34 tinyAVR microcontroller devices that you can use for either entertainment or practical purposes. After covering the development process, tools, and power supply sources, tinyAVR...
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Hello Raspberry Pi!: Python programming for kids and other beginnersManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		A fun and imaginative way for kids and other beginners to take their first steps programming on a Raspberry Pi.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	
		About the Technology

	
		The Raspberry Pi is...
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Circuit-Bending: Build Your Own Alien Instruments (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Fans will get bent out of shape if they miss the first book to cover circuit-bending-""bending,"" for short-the method by which an electronic toy or a device such as a keyboard is short-circuited and modified to create an entirely different sound  Written by the inventor of the technology, this book covers the tools of the...
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Programming the Propeller with Spin: A Beginner's Guide to Parallel Processing (Tab Electronics)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Parallel Processing With the Propeller--Made Easy!


	Programming the Propeller with Spin: A Beginner's Guide to Parallel Processing walks you through the essential skills you need to build and control devices using the Propeller chip and its parallel processing environment. Find out how to use each of the identical...
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Biophysical Techniques in Photosynthesis (Advances in Photosynthesis and Respiration)Springer, 1996


	Progress in photosynthesis research is strongly dependent on instrumentation. It is therefore not surprising

	that the impressive advances that have been made in recent decades are paralleled by equally

	impressive advances in sensitivity and sophistication of physical equipment and methods. This trend

	started already shortly after...
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Mixed-signal and DSP Design Techniques (Analog Devices)Newnes, 2003

	The reader is provided with information on how to choose between the techniques and how to design a system that takes advantage of the best features of each of them. Imminently practical in approach, the book covers sampled data systems, choosing A-to-D and D-to-A converters for DSP applications, fast Fourier transforms, digital filters,...
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Home Theater For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
A low-tech way to understand a high-tech system!

Create the home entertainment center that fits your home and your tastes    

Gadget fans, a home theater setup is the stuff your dreams are made of. This book keeps the dream from becoming a nightmare! Here's how to select, set up, and optimize a system, translate the salesperson's...
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50 Awesome Auto Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The Evil Genius format is the perfect "vehicle" for 50 incredible automotive projects that are compatible with any car, no matter what make, model, or year. Focusing on low-cost, easily obtained components, the book lists the items needed to complete each project along with a troubleshooting and repair section.     


...
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Origins and Foundations of Computing: In Cooperation with Heinz Nixdorf MuseumsForumSpringer, 2009
The book examines how intellectual developments in logic and mathematics were gradually matched by technical solutions in first mechanics and then electronics, and how the resulting machines found application in engineering, science and business. 

The author was among the pioneers of computing science, and he offers a personal and...
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Ninja Innovation: The Ten Killer Strategies of the World's Most Successful BusinessesWilliam Morrow, 2013

	Innovate or die


	For thirty years, Gary Shapiro has observed the world's most innovative businesses from his front-row seat as leader of the Consumer Electronics Association. Now he reveals the ten secrets of "ninja innovators" like Apple, Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and many others.


	What does it take to...
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Managing Your Business with Outlook 2003 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Use a tool you already have (plus BCM 2.0) to solve lots of time-consuming problems     

If you could just get a handle on mail, schedules, meetings, and contacts, you'd have more time to make your business productive, right? Check your Outlook — it's right in your Office! And here are step-by-step examples for using it to build...
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